Geist features engaging and offbeat work by emerging and established writers from every corner of Canada.

“Geist is intelligent, funny and freshly irreverent.”
— Carol Shields

“Without publications like Geist, we would never have been able to present an accurate portrait of contemporary Canadian English.”
— Oxford University Press

“A tremendous warmth is mixed up in everything Geist magazine does. It’s human-sized with a genuine heart.”
— Sheila Heti

“Better than any spam or TV!”
— another happy Geist reader

“Three qualities set Geist apart from most magazines in its class. First, it carries photographs of considerable power... Second, populist references fill its pages; the perfect Geist story would take place in a donut shop. Third (and this is the most exceptional part), the writing seems carefully edited.”
— Globe & Mail

“I have seen others try to imitate it, including one wealthy mag named after an animal, but no one can do it. I will read every copy until one of us is gone.”
— George Bowering

From coast to coast, Canadian writing and thinking
Jordan Abel, Caroline Adderson, Lisa Bird-Wilson, Brad Cran, Lorna Crozier, Robert Everett-Green, Joe Fiorito, Daniel Francis, Stephen Henighan, Sheila Heti, Edith Iglauer, Gillian Jerome, Evelyn Lau, Annabel Lyon, Jill Mandrake, Alberto Manguel, Mary Meigs, Hal Niedzviecki, Stephen Osborne, Miriam Toews, Michael Turner, Michael Nicoll Yahgulanaas and many, many more.

Awards & nominations
Magazine of the year
Best travel writing
Best memoir writing
Best one-of-a-kind writing
Best personal essay
Best poem
Best photo essay
Best cultural writing

Published in Geist
Writers and artists: 1500+
Youngest contributor: 6 years old
Oldest contributor: 94 years old
Giller Prize winners & nominees: 7
Writer’s Trust winners & nominees: 7
Journey Prize winners & nominees: 3
Writers being published for the first time: 100+
Feed your curiosity

Geist delivers new and exciting work from emerging and established writers, working in a rich variety of literary genres.

FINDINGS
Fiction, non-fiction, poetry, photography and artwork from big and small publishers. In each issue you’ll find about 20 examples of exciting and off-beat material from magazine and book publishers, zines, blogs, self-publishers and other miscellaneous sources from every corner of the country.

REVIEWS
In every issue, two dozen examples of books, e-books, films, exhibitions and shows of special interest to Geist editors, from the literary and cultural life.

COLUMNS
Opinion pieces from confident writers who grapple with literary and cultural subjects.

POETRY
The latest and best in narrative verse from new and established poets from all across Canada.

FICTION
Fiction from seasoned veterans who have won Giller Prizes, Writer’s Trust Prizes, Governor General’s Awards and many other honours, alongside writers who are being published for the very first time.

COMIX
Some of the best new graphic narrative in the country.

DISPATCHES
In each issue, 4 or 5 dispatches—a form of creative non-fiction Geist has been perfecting since 1990.

Get inspired

Geist brings together a lively, engaged community of writers and readers from all over Canada.

WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
Chock-full of writing news, literary event listings, writing contest announcements from all over the country and a selection of articles from Geist.

TWITTER & FACEBOOK
Join the conversation and see what Geist editors, writers and readers are following, liking and sharing.

GEIST.COM
Blogs, contest winners, online exclusives and a huge archive of Geist material published since 1990.

Get motivated

Geist hosts at least 2 writing contests a year. The perfect deadlines to get you writing!

Winning entries are published in Geist. Long-listed entries are published at geist.com—read, comment, critique!

Literal Literary Postcard Story Contest
Tobacco Lit • Erasure Poetry
Short Long Distance Writing Contest
Jackpine Sonnet • Fortune Cookie
Haiku Night in Canada • and more!

Hone your skills

Geist provides tools and resources for emerging and established writers, in person and online.

WORKSHOPS
Geist runs up to 12 writing workshops a year, taught by writers and editors. Workshops are hands-on and the cost is only $50! Popular workshops include:

Art of the Sentence • Creative Blender
Art of the Short Review • Getting it into Print
Writing the Narrative Scene • Writing from Life
Travel Writing • Taxes for Writers and Artists

WRITER’S TOOLBOX
A free, online collection of writing exercises, and grammar and usage points—for established and emerging writers.

ADVICE TO THE LIT LORN
Free tips, techniques and sortings-out for writers through “Advice to the Lit-Lorn” by Mary Schendlinger, Senior Editor & co-founder—available at geist.com and in the Geist newsletter.

Exclusive for Writers

6 ISSUES OF GEIST
+ FREE CURRENT ISSUE

ONLY $15

Go to geist.com/get-writing or call 1-888-434-7834